ABSTRACT An engineering design is provided for a hybrid power plant called new compressed air power (NCAP). The NCAP design utilizes the enormous amount of waste heat from existing thermal power plants to replace polluting natural gas now used in existing compressed air energy storage (CAES) called turbo expanders. Stored compressed air is expanded to provide a heat sink that absorbs the low-temperature waste heat that steam plant designers have long believed could not produce more useful power. The waste heat is then converted to mechanical work in a low-temperature multi-stage air turbine. The design can create the thousands of utility-scale, non-polluting renewable energy storage, and power generation facilities the world needs. The NCAP design can increase the power output of its companion thermal plant by up to 100% during peak demand times with no additional CO 2 generation. This allows the shutdown of other thermal plants. NCAP plants can be assembled quickly around the world with existing infrastructure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Almost every plan for limiting climate warming assumes the world will use much more renewable energy than used today. This may require thousands of large renewable energy storage systems stationed around the world. We may have exceeded remaining carbon budget to achieve 1.5 • C target by 2100 [1] . Victor et al. point out that ''no major advanced industrialized country is on track to meet its (Paris) pledges'' [2] . Environmentalist Hansen et al. [5] and Emanual et al. [6] believe that the world will need many more advanced nuclear plants to limit climate warming. Clark et al. [7] argue strongly that the power needs of the U.S. cannot be met with wind, solar, water (WWS) renewable sources alone and that base line power sources will be necessary to account for intermittent wind and solar.
An obvious way to provide the world with more clean energy is to capture any large amount of clean energy we now waste before pursuing questionable solutions that may will require trillions of dollars and many decades to achieve. Sixty percent of thermal energy created in thermal power plants around the world is dissipated as waste heat at great expense -most of it in the form of clean, low-temperature saturated steam. The waste heat dissipated is twice as much as all the useful electrical energy produced by thousands of thermal power plants. This waste heat is thrown away into the environment at a cost of many billions of dollars each year. If this waste heat could be converted to clean energy at peak demand times, more than half of the fossil fuel power plants in the world could be shutdown with a comparable reduction in CO2. Steam plant designers have long concluded that low-temperature (38degree C) exhaust steam from thermal plants cannot produce significant amounts of useful energy. However, basic physics says there has been a solution right under our noses when large amounts of stored isothermal compressed air is available. A large quantity of expanding compressed air provides a heat sink that can capture steam plant waste heat and convert it to clean power with high efficiency. It is done in the same way that refrigerators and ordinary air conditioners operate.
II. TURBO-EXPANDER CAES
Two large compressed air energy storage (CAES) facilities are the largest [3] , [4] non-hydro energy storage facilities operating today. However, they burn natural gas to supply the heat energy needed by the compressed air so it can expand in a jet engine. The cost and pollution of the fossil fuel burned has discouraged copying turbo-expander CAES designs all over the world.
The NCAP design does not combine stored compressed air with natural gas that is burned in a jet engine that produces hot gases. The NCAP does just the opposite. The most important concept in the NCAP design is that partially expanded compressed air is used as a heat sink, a low-temperature vehicle, to capture thermal power plant waste heat. In the NCAP Fig. 2 multi-stage air turbine, compressed air is expanded in the first stage of an air turbine similar to a modern steam turbine. The exhaust air is at very low temperature, say, −20 to -40 degrees C. This cold air is then warmed by capturing power plant waste heat which is typically saturated steam at 38 degrees C or higher.
After the first stage of the air turbine in Fig. 2 , waste heat warms the low-temperature air going into the next stage. This increases the air pressure. The pressure drop across the each stage produces the mechanical power contributed by that stage.
There is real serendipity here. In the NCAP design, the isothermal compressed air stored in its large CAES reservoir needs the clean waste heat to produce clean mechanical power. A companion thermal plant needs something to rescue its waste heat and avoid many millions per year of unnecessary cooling expense.
Present steam thermal power plants do not have such a heat sink below the ambient temperature of local cooling water. Other proposed CAES designs of limited size store the heat of compression for later transfer to the compressed air when it is expanded in a turbine [3] . However, none of these designs use the abundant low temperature waste heat from thousands of thermal power plants around the world.
Once the advantages of using waste heat for CAES facilities are realized, very profitable opportunities open up in many directions. The high efficiency (estimated over 70%) of converting heated compressed air to usable power in the Fig. 2 turbine design means that thermal power plants of any size that generate steam can produce twice the power output if their total thermal energy input is transferred to compressed air rather than steam generators.
The efficiency of a combined cycle natural gas plant can be increased from 60% to 76% by replacing its steam generator with the NCAP CAES. Solar thermal plants can increase their efficiency from 36% to 60% by doing the same. Sixty percent of the heat energy wasted by an internet server farm can be converted to useful power using a companion NCAP CAES.
The NCAP design is an out-of-the-box solution that is the devil defeating the devil. It uses some polluting thermal power plants to support companion CAES facilities which can store large amounts of renewable energy.
The NCAP design can create large (3000 megawatthour plus) compressed air energy storage (CAES) facilities (300 MW for ten hours). These are very profitable additions to thermal power plants around the world. If one half of the fossil fuel thermal plants on a grid are converted to NCAP installations, many other thermal plants can be idled unless needed to replace intermittent wind and/or solar. In the NCAP design, an additional heat exchanger (admittedly large) is all that must be added to an existing thermal power plant to transfer waste heat to the compressed air released from a companion CAES.
This can result in a 40% reduction of CO2 during peak demand times. It is estimated that a CAES of the same power output as its companion thermal power plant can be built for less than half the capital cost of the thermal plant.
No Manhattan research project is required to build a NCAP installation that can be copied all over the world. It is an engineering task that requires only existing thermal power plants, existing turbine technology, and the oil well drilling industry to find and develop underground compressed air storage facilities. The EPRI believes that useable air storage strata exists under 80% of the surface area in the U.S. [4] .
III. NUCLEAR PLANT SAFETY
There is an extremely important added benefit for nuclear power plants when they are part of NCAP installations. The NCAP design inherently provides a robust anti-meltdown feature for nuclear plants by using stored compressed air to cool the nuclear fuel rods in a reactor pressure vessel. This is an invaluable added safety feature for the world's 400+ aging nuclear plants [9] , [14] , [15] . If Hansen et al.'s [5] predictions prove to be true, nuclear power will be necessary to control climate warming. One more nuclear accident like Fukushima could set back progress for decades.
For example, the compressed air stored in the existing McIntosh, Alabama [3] CAES facility can be injected directly into the vented reactor pressure vessel of a large 1300 megawatt-electric nuclear plant to expand and absorb the decay heat from the nuclear fuel rods for the critical first three days after reactor shutdown. This can prevent a meltdown under conditions where there is no internal cooling water circulation, as happened at Fukushima. Compressed air injected directly into a vented reactor pressure vessel can absorb the decay heat even if an aging reactor vessel has ruptured or the internal cooling water circulation system has been destroyed. No existing emergency core cooling system (ECCS) can operate without internal cooling water circulation through a reactor pressure vessel to carry away the decay heat from nuclear fuel rods after a reactor shutdown.
Adding CAES facilities to existing thermal power plants is an immediate and very profitable route for the power industry to make large reductions in CO2 by 2025, not many decades later when it may be too late. No economic sacrifices are necessary. To achieve the most rapid increase in renewable energy usage, the world's economies should focus on finding and developing underground compressed air reservoirs near existing thermal power plants.
Compressing air to store energy is straightforward. Retrieving the stored energy is not so easy. As much heat VOLUME 6, 2018 energy as the original compression energy must be added to isothermal compressed air so it can expand in an air turbine or motor to produce useful power. Isothermal compressed air in a CAES reservoir does not store the energy that was used to compress it. The compression energy is dissipated to the environment when the compressed air is cooled to ambient temperature during compression or after it is deposited in an underground reservoir. The compressed air stored in a CAES is only a vehicle for extracting its energy of compression back from the environment when it is released from the CAES reservoir to expand in a turbine to generate power (4). The NCAP design extracts waste heat from a thermal power plant or other source to warm compressed air released from a CAES reservoir so that the compressed air can produce clean, useful power in an air turbine.
In the NCAP design, an additional heat exchanger is all that must be added to an existing thermal power plant to transfer waste heat to the compressed air released from a companion CAES. An adequate CAES heat exchanger is similar to existing cooling water heat exchangers and/or forced air heat exchangers already employed at thermal power plants [17] . Once the waste heat has been absorbed by low-temperature compressed air, the warmed compressed air can expand in an air turbine to produce clean, useful power. Not shown in Fig. 1 is an air purifier unit that extracts particulate matter and water from the stored compressed air going onto turbine 10 through valve 832X. The air purifier would normally be placed at position 832 between valve 832X and the input to the turbine 815. The heat transfer process in the MSHXT is the same as the thermodynamic cycle used by ordinary refrigeration and air conditioning equipment all over the world, only on a much larger scale. The TPP continues to operate alone anytime the valve 860X is closed and the MSHXT power is not producing power.
IV. A TYPICAL NCAP DESIGN
Utilizing the waste heat from a TPP with a CAES companion can greatly increase the power output and productivity from the TPP with no additional CO2 produced. If the waste heat (60% of thermal plant output) from a TPP is captured with 80% efficiency and the combined compressed air and waste heat is then converted to useful power with 70% efficiency, the MSHXT converts 44.8% of the combination into useful power. Without the CAES added in the NCAP design, all of the waste heat energy would be lost.
Enormous volumes of compressed air are required to capture most of the waste heat from even a 500 megawatt thermal power plant. Only underground compressed air energy storage (CAES) facilities can meet this requirement at the present time. For example, a 500 megawatt-electric (1315) megawatt thermal) steam-generating power plant operating at 38% efficiency continually throws away approx. 815 megawatts of waste heat into the environment. Operating at 70% efficiency, the Fig. 2 NCAP turbine facility generating 300 megawatts of electricity must extract at least 429 megawatts of heat from its environment to produce the power. The CAES could almost double the 500 megawatt output of the TPP if it utilized all of the 815 megawatts of waste heat. Eliminating the need for natural gas heat as used in turbo-expander CAES facilities makes the NCAP CAES a highly profitable, nonpolluting power generator -and a truly renewable energy storage system for wind and solar energy.
Capturing the waste heat during peak demand times also increases the productivity of a TPP because the TPP does not have to expend millions of dollars per year to dissipate its waste heat into the environment.
V. EFFICIENCY OF THE FIG. 2 AIR TURBINE IN THE NCAP DESIGN
The efficiency of most energy conversion schemes is usually measured comparing the MWh of energy input to the MWh of energy output where energy in and out are considered to be at the same value per MWh. However, the efficiency that counts to power plant owners is the cost efficiency of energy conversion, the profitability.
Profitability in this case is the value of the renewable energy sold at peak demand times on the grid minus the cost of generating and storing the same renewable energy at off-peak times. The profitability can be very great when there is no place to sell the off-peak renewable energy at the time it is generated, such as excessive wind power at night [16] . Then the cost of producing the energy can be negative because it costs money to shut down the windmills. The profitability ratio can be 5 to 1 or more. The purpose of renewable energy storage is to absorb the excess and convert it into highvalue useful power at later peak demand times on a grid. Places like Texas are already saturated with wind energy some nights. They have been paying customers to use wind energy at off-peak times [16] because it is cheaper to keep the windmills going rather than shut them down.
VI. GERARD PATENTED DESIGN OF A MULTI-STAGE AIR TURBINE
The MSHXT design in Fig. 2 is similar to a multi-stage air turbine/heat exchanger combination designed and patented by Gerard [9] . Gerard's design uses heat extracted from an ambient temperature water source to warm partially expanded air coming out of each stage of his turbine. The main difference between Gerard and the NCAP design in Figures 1 and 2 is that the NCAP design extracts heat from the saturated steam waste heat produced by a thermal power plant or other sources that are at higher temperatures than ambient temperature water sources. Saturated steam has ten times the heat transfer coefficent as condensed water at the same temperature. A comparison of the MSHXT of Fig. 2 with the Gerard patent is given in Supplement 1.
VII. THERMOFLEX CALCULATION OF MSHXT POWER OUTPUT
Thermoflex simulations [21] have proved to be quite accurate for most heat engines. The air flow out of the existing McIintosh turbo-expander CAES was used as the input to an NCAP design with ample waste heat input from a thermal power plant. The Thermoflex simulator [21} calculates the power output of the Fig. 2 turbine to be 131,000 MWE. This is comparable to the 110,000 MWE output advertised for the McIntosh CAES which burns natural gas.
The cost of the CAES in the NCAP Design Many thermal power plants are being forced to add additional cooling towers or forced air cooling heat exchangers to meet environmental requirements. These are 50 to 100 million dollar capital expenses. Any waste heat dissipation system is a constant major expense to a thermal power plant. A NCAP installation removes much of the waste heat dissipation expense during peak demand times. It creates, instead, a profit making CAES that can repay the expense of the entire CAES system in a few years if it captures a large amount of inexpensive off-peak or renewable energy each day.
VIII. A NCAP PROTOTYPE MUST BE TESTED TO DETERMINE ACTUAL PERFORMANCE
The actual cost of the CAES in a NCAP installation will not be known until several prototypes have been built and placed in operation. However, it is possible to estimate the maximum capital cost compared to the cost of the companion TPP in a NCAP installation by comparing similar components. The maximum cost should be less than one half the cost of a companion TPP when the CAES and the TPP produce the same power. This cost analysis is shown in Supplement 1.
IX. FINDING UNDERGROUND AIR RESERVOIRS
Many consider developing large compressed air storage sites to be excessively expensive. Evidently, the doubters believe that underground caverns like the salt domes used by the McIntosh and Huntorf CAES's must be found or created. However, others believe that there are porous strata that can store compressed air under 80% of the surface area of the U.S. [2] , [16] . The Pacific Gas and Electric company in California plans to use an underground porous strata to build a 300 megawatt CAES with public support from state and federal agencies (11) . It is now designed as a turo-expander CAES that uses natural gas to re-heat the compressed air.
Many depleted oil or gas wells leave a large volume underground that could be occupied by compressed air. The pessimism about developing underground storage sites is similar to the early predictions that oil and gas trapped in shale formations could never be extracted at reasonable cost. Most critics have simply never tried.
X. FRACKING UNPRODUCTIVE SOLID STRATA
Fracking unproductive solid strata in wells may be another approach to opening up large volumes for compressed air storage. Fracking is used to release oil and gas trapped in productive strata. Why not do the opposite to generate compressed air storage? The cost should be no greater.
XI. LOCATING UNDERGROUND STORAGE CAN BE DONE QUICKLY
Potential compressed air storage sites underground can be located with inexpensive, small diameter core drilling. Porous strata can be tested with a large portable air compressor charging the underground strata for a few days to a few weeks. As soon as the reservoir pressure rises a small amount, the volume of the reservoir can be measured. Watching the static underground pressure for a few days reveals how much, if any, air is lost from the reservoir.
Drilling and testing can begin tomorrow, not decades from now. An underground air storage site within twenty miles of a power plant is useable. Isothermal compressed air, like CO2 that is piped to the oilfields, can be piped long distances at ambient temperatures [5] to and from a thermal power plant. There are thousands of depleted oil and gas wells that are good candidates for underground compressed air storage. The oil well drilling industry can lead the way by locating and building underground compressed air storage facilities as new profit centers for them that will never be depleted. The first priority for world leaders should be to motivate the drilling industry to create the renewable energy storage the world needs.
XII. COMPRESSED AIR COOLING OF NUCLEAR FUEL RODS CAN PREVENT A MELTDOWN WITH NO COOLING WATER CIRCULATION
When the thermal power plant in a NCAP installation is a nuclear plant, the compressed air stored in the companion CAES reservoir can be injected directly into the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) to expand and cool the nuclear fuel rods in an emergency. In Fig. 1 , when valve 832X is closed and valve 870X is opened, compressed air 830 from the CAES reservoir 805 flows directly into the Reactor Pressure Vessel 102 through line 870. This can prevent a meltdown of the nuclear fuel rods under the worst case condition that all primary cooling water circulation is disabled, as happened at Fukushima. None of the existing emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) in use today can prevent a meltdown when cooling water cannot be circulated through a reactor pressure vessel because of damaged internal equipment and/or lack of emergency power.
For example, the compressed air stored in the existing McIntosh CAES air reservoir [3] has enough heat absorbing capacity to absorb the decay heat from the fuel rods in a 1300 megawatt nuclear reactor for the critical first three days after reactor shutdown with no cooling water circulation (see calculations in Supplement 2). The use of a CAES to cool a nuclear reactor is not a trivial consideration in light of what happened at Fukushima and could happen at any of the 400+ aging nuclear plants in the world in the future. The operators at Fukushima attempted to vent the reactors to reduce pressure in the RPV's so they could inject sea water into the RPV's [18] . Had the reactors been vented sooner, compressed air could have been injected to cool the fuel rods. A single CAES facility connected to the Fukushima reactors VOLUME 6, 2018 might have avoided a hundred billion dollars of loss with the addition of the 100 million-dollar CAES plant shown in Fig 1. For the purpose of enhanced safety alone, an underground compressed air reservoir should be attached to nuclear plants wherever possible. Only a small compressor is required to keep a large air reservoir charged at all times for emergency use. The more expensive multi-stage air turbine of Figure 2 can be added later to complete a full NCAP installation if both compressed air storage and power generation are desired.
XIII. TESTING COMPRESSED AIR COOLING
As described in Supplement 2, the compressed air cooling of a nuclear reactor is easily simulated and tested with a spare steam generator from a pressurized water nuclear plant.
XIV. A COMPRESSED AIR REACTOR COOLING SYSTEM IS A PASSIVE ECCS
A compressed air reactor cooling system is truly a passive ECCS that requires no other emergency power supply or energy source other than the compressed gas stored in the CAES facility. A CAES reservoir will normally be charged with several times the volume of compressed air that is used on a daily basis. There should be several day's supply of compressed air available at all times.
XV. SIZE OF UNDERGROUND CAES RESERVOIRS
It is desirable to have an underground compressed air storage reservoir that holds much more than the average daily draw on the reservoir by a CAES. When the reservoir holds ten times as much as the average daily draw, the daily pressure drop will be only 10% which improves the efficiency of a multistage air turbine such as 810X in Figure 2 . It is well worth the small initial expense of initially charging an oversized reservoir. Depleted oil and gas wells can hold enormous amounts of compressed air, as much as the total volume of fluids (gas or oil) that was extracted from the well. A reservoir of a hundred times or more daily usage is not unreasonable if there is no appreciable air loss. The renewable energy required to charge it initially could well be lost within a few weeks without an energy storage reservoir to hold it until it can be used during peak demand times. Thereafter only the daily usage must be replaced.
XVI. RENEWABLE ENERGY CAPTURE CAN BE FAR AWAY FROM A CAES
The location of a CAES air reservoir can be far away from its companion TPP plant in the NCAP design. Renewable wind and solar energy sources do not have to be close to the CAES if they are all connected to the same grid. The renewable energy can be transported over the gird to power the compressor 825 that charges the CAES air reservoir 805 in Figure 1 .
XVII. PG&E PLANNED CAES IS AN IDEAL TEST SITE FOR THE NCAP DESIGN
Some government agencies are ordering utilities to build renewable energy storage systems to allow greater use of wind and solar energy. The U.S. Department of Energy is giving 40 million dollars to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) in California to build a CAES with capacity up to 300 megawatts [11] . California ratepayers will have to pay at least another hundred million or more. PG&E has called for bids to build this CAES that will burn natural gas, like the existing McIntosh and Huntorf CAES's [3] . PG&E specifies the building of a pipeline to deliver natural gas to their planned CAES. However, they request alternative designs.
Here is an ideal opportunity to test the NCAP design that can provide great savings to PG&E and the public. They can locate the CAES near an existing thermal power plant in the area, or they can pipe the compressed gas from their new CAES to the nearest power plant. The isothermal compressed gas at 1000 psi can be transported long distances with no more difficulty than pressurized natural gas. At the power plant, the compressed air transported from the CAES can be heated by the power plant waste heat and then converted to electricity in a NCAP design. There is very little loss of heat energy from transportation because the compressed air is at ambient temperature. (Oil well owners transport high pressure carbon dioxide 200 miles from New Mexico to the Permian Basin in Texas.)
It is folly to spend hundreds of millions of public money to build a natural gas burning CAES that emits large amounts of CO2 so that the utility can capture more renewable energy in order to reduce CO2 emissions. In addition, the cost of natural gas burned over many decades will cost the public more hundreds of millions. This would seem to be of concern to both the U.S. Department of Energy and the California Energy Commission that are supporting the planned PG&E CAES facility (11) .
XVIII. NORTH SEA WIND ENERGY STORED IN NCAP INSTALLATIONS
The conversion of 100 to 150 existing thermal power plants in northwestern Europe to NCAP designs will allow far greater capture and utilization of wind energy from the north sea. This will provide renewable energy storage on a distributed basis onshore where the power is needed during peak demand times. Large CAES can store ten days or more of the average daily demand so that intermittency at any location is limited. The onshore NCAP installations required can be built in less time and at far less expense than building the offshore power islands and underwater high voltage direct current (HVDC) cable interconnections now being considered. The existing power grids can charge the on-shore CAES facilities with nighttime wind power or off-peak power. This can avoid the cost of interconnecting the various power grids to share power when wind energy is not available at one or the other. No interconnection scheme can guarantee wind power to any grid if the wind in the north sea is not blowing for several days. Only local CAES wind energy storage can solve this problem for all grids in the area. NCAP installations are the most rapid way to build the enormous wind energy storage for northern Europe and England.
XIX. NEW CHINESE NUCLEAR PLANTS SHOULD BE NCAP INSTALLATIONS FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY
China has plans to build over 30 nuclear plants in the coming decades. Several new plants are due to come on line in 2018 [20] . Questions are now being raised about the cost of nuclear power compared to renewables. If their new nuclear plants were constructed as NCAP installations, they would have the best of both worlds. Both the profitability and the safety of their nuclear plants would be substantially increased. Large CAES companions to the nuclear plants would allow greatly increased storage and use of renewable energy.
XX. ALTERNATIVE COMBINATIONS FOR NCAP INSTALLATIONS
Broadly defined, the NCAP design as shown in Figures 1 and 2 is any power plant installation with a CAES that utilizes the waste heat from any source such that no additional CO2 is released into the atmosphere. Fossil fuel and nuclear power plants are the obvious ones to start with for NCAP installations that can support utility scale CAES facilities. However, there are many other waste heat sources for CAES facilities of various sizes. Combined cycle natural gas power plants generate substantial waste heat that can be converted to useful power by the addition of a CAES to replace the steam generation. Solar thermal plants and internet server farms produce large quantities of waste heat that can support companion CAES facilities. These are discussed in Supplement 3. Immediate attention should be focused on combined Cycle natural gas power plants and solar thermal farms.
XXI. GAS TURBINE/CAES COMBINATION WITH 76% EFFICIENCY
A primary use of combined cycle power plants is to provide switchable power at peak demand times. That, of course, is the best use of renewable energy stored in a CAES. The two are very compatible when combined in a NCAP installation. NCAP systems with natural gas turbines combined with CAES facilities could be the most rapidly installed around the world where base-line fossil fuel power plants would otherwise be built. They will be substantially more efficient during peak demand times than the present combined cycle systems.
A natural gas combined cycle power plant that is 60% efficient still expels 40 percent of its thermal power as waste heat. A companion CAES that replaces the 36% efficient steam turbine section can convert 80% of the gas turbine exhaust to useful power in the multi-stage air turbine in Fig. 2 . This provides a NCAP gas turbine power plant that has an overall efficiency of approx. 76% instead of the combined cycle 60% (Supplement 3). That is a big increase in power output for no increase in the natural gas burned -and a large reduction in CO2 produced per unit power output. Again, other less efficient fossil fuel plants on the grid can be shutdown. The cost of the companion CAES may be no more expensive than the steam cycle equipment that it replaces. Gas turbine NCAP installations can be built near gas fields where there may be depleted wells suitable for compressed air storage.
XXII. NCAP INSTALLATIONS USING SOLAR THERMAL POWER PLANTS
Large solar thermal plants are few in number at present, but their numbers could increase rapidly if their efficiency could be substantially increased. The efficiency of a solar thermal plant can be doubled if the solar energy collected is combined with compressed air from a companion NCAP CAES. As with combined cycle plants, the high efficiency multi-stage air turbine in Fig. 2 can replace the low efficiency steam turbine used in existing solar thermal power plants.
Steam turbines expel at least 60% of their thermal energy as waste heat -and pay a big price to do that. When solar thermal energy is added to compressed air, the efficiency of the multi-stage air turbine of Fig. 2 can be as high as 80% in conversion of solar heat energy to electrical power outputwith little heat dissipated to the environment.
This combination of a solar thermal collector and a companion CAES facility is a 100% renewable energy power plant that generates no CO2. The two components are highly synergistic. The solar energy is available during daytime peak demand times when nighttime wind energy stored in the CAES compressed air is released and needs heat energy to generate power in a multi-stage air turbine such as Fig. 2 .
The solar collectors in the large Crescent Dunes and Ivanpah solar power plants [12] could be converted to heat high volumes of compressed air released from a companion NCAP CAES instead of using their energy to produce steam or heat molten salt at all times. This modification could almost double the power output and profits from these large solar thermal plants (Supplement 3). The result will be truly renewable energy power plants that utilize both solar and wind energy at the optimum times.
XXIII. TEXAS WIND ENERGY SHOULD BE CAPTURED BY NCAP POWER PLANTS
Texas is an ideal area for solar thermal plants. Large NCAP installations should be built there to store the excess nighttime wind energy they now generate. Their depleted oil and gas wells are good candidates for compressed air reservoirs (and a new profit center for oil companies). Solar thermal collectors can be added nearby the CAES, or vice versa, to provide the heat energy needed by the compressed air released to generate power during peak demand times. VOLUME 6, 2018
XXIV. MIDDLE EAST COUNTRIES IDEAL FOR SOLAR AND WIND NCAP POWER PLANTS
Middle east countries have far more inexhaustible solar and wind energy potential than their oil and gas reserves that will be gone someday. They should build NCAP installations around their existing power plants to learn the best ways to develop operating CAES. Then they should build windmills and solar thermal collectors that can support the CAES facilities to form pure renewable energy power plants. These will be products and technology that they can export to the world.
XXV. CONCLUSIONS
Converting existing power plants to NCAP installations is the time honored process of walk before we run. The world can begin walking right now. The run to the finish line of zerocarbon power will occur much faster if the power companies find that NCAP installations are very profitable. They will soon replace older thermal power plants with much cleaner thermal plants, solar thermal plants or much safer nuclear power plants.
No massive sacrifices by the world's economies are necessary to build NCAP installations. The cost of adding a CAES to an existing thermal power plant is returned in a few years by the improved profitability of the power plant and increased utilization of renewable energy. The NCAP energy storage facilities can be built by the thousands near existing power plants around the world in the next decade. If the well drilling industry is challenged, it is possible that they will develop underground compressed air reservoirs all over the world.
Test drilling for underground compressed air energy storage sites can be done near a thousand power plants for less than the billions of dollars being spent each year on other energy storage schemes that have much less capacity and are far more expensive. The NCAP design described herein can be assembled and tested on the largest scale within two years by any power company or government agency seriously interested in leading the way to major carbon reduction for the world.
